El Gaucho Hospitality Launches an Etiquette
Revolution
Seattle, WA –Dec emb er 18, 2 015 – While our digital contacts are increasing, our quality
connections with other human beings seem to be doing the opposite. The decrease in human
relations has, unfortunately, brought with it the demise of some of our “manners.” Through this
cultural shift, and over a span of just a few generations, we seem to have lost a bit of our polish.
El Gaucho Hospitality is happy to announce that we are taking on an “etiquette revolution.” We
hope to provide inspiration and techniques to bring back some of the refinement of prior
generations, updated for today’s fast-paced lives.
Cortney Anderson-Sanford is an etiquette expert and is leading scheduled and private classes in
our restaurants in Seattle, Portland, Tacoma and Bellevue. We are also working with Seattle-based
PayScale Inc., the world's leading provider of on-demand compensation data and software, on a
series of blog posts and videos for those who are unable to attend a class.
Whether guests would like a team building experience for a group or company, or personally want
a brush-up, sessions can be personally tailored. Scheduled lunch classes are 90 minutes and
$150/person inclusive. Cortney will lead a 3-course lunch, including wine, and teach etiquette
tips throughout each course. Classes are very interactive and fun. Participants will leave with a
pamphlet recapping tips covered.

El Gaucho® is the Northwest’s steakhouse legacy focused on elegant, old-school, tableside
service for people celebrating their lives. The menu highlights 28-Day Dry-Aged Certified
Angus Beef® brand Prime steaks and cutting-edge fresh seafood selections, all prepared in the
wide open exhibition kitchen over flaming charcoal grills. Visit the legendary steakhouse in
Seattle, Bellevue, Tacoma, or Portland. Enjoy fresh seafood and panoramic views of Seattle’s

waterfront at the steakhouse’s sister restaurant, AQUA by El Gaucho.
For overnight accommodations, visit the Inn at El Gaucho, located directly above El Gaucho
Seattle in bustling Belltown.
For more information, please visit www.elgaucho.com
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